INTRODUCTION

Rising levels of worldwide digitalization and the increasing use of social networks, cloud computing, and other online services have made the need for modern data protection regulations ever more pressing. On May 25, 2018, the wait will finally be over: that is when the new EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), designed to reform data protection in Europe comes into force. Any company that operates within the EU and processes personal data will have to adhere to this regulation in the future. The GDPR has numerous advantages due to the standardization it entails, but for many businesses, the new regulation is both a blessing and a curse. A current Gartner study shows that around 50 percent of all organizations will not fully meet the new EU General Data Protection Regulation by the end of 2018.¹ That may become costly for business owners, as there are heavy penalties for failing to comply with the GDPR. In order to ensure that your company is successfully prepared for integrating the GDPR, you will need exact information on which data your company stores and processes. It is precisely the quality and complexity of their data that may become data protection pitfalls for companies, as they often do not know which personal data are processed where.

In those cases, a good Enterprise Architect (EA) can be the key to compliance, assisting the data protection officer in implementing the GDPR and giving important insights into the corporate IT landscape.

¹ Gartner 2016: https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-3V903Y9&ct=170309&st=sg
Close cooperation between a company’s EA and their data protection officer is, therefore, a fundamental requirement.

The countdown has begun – there is not much time until the new regulation comes into force on May 25, 2018. How well do you handle data protection issues? This white paper highlights all the stumbling blocks associated with the GDPR and shows you how Enterprise Architecture can help you overcome them.

THE GDPR AND WHAT IT MEANS FOR YOUR COMPANY

Companies have to work through a large number of complicated steps in order to become fully compliant with the new EU-GDPR. Significant additional expense is to be expected on the part of the organizations. According to a current Ponemon study, more than one-third of surveyed German companies said they had not yet taken any steps towards ensuring GDPR compliance.2 Equally concerning is the fact that only 38 percent of global businesses have a specific implementation plan.3 This is due among other things to the imprecise wording of the data protection regulation, which is causing confusion and problems in implementation. Some degree of legal uncertainty is therefore to be expected in the early stages.

The new EU regulation

After lengthy negotiations, the new legal basis for data protection in the EU was adopted on May 25, 2016. With the introduction of the new EU-GDPR, there will be only one applicable law for all 28 EU member states. The aims of the regulation are on the one hand to protect the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons and on the other hand to enshrine their right to protection of their personal data as well as the free movement of these data (see Art. 1 GDPR). The new regulation will come fully into force on May 25, 2018, and thus looms increasingly large. Companies must act now, as numerous measures are required to become compliant, and breaches of the GDPR or failure to meet the deadline can be costly for them.

What is personal data?

According to EU Directive 95/46/EC, personal data is “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person […] who can be identified, directly or indirectly […]” (see Art. 2 of Directive 95/46/EC). Data such as name, address, e-mail address, ID card number, IP address and information provided on gender, title, height, hair color etc. is therefore personal data. Information considered especially sensitive includes data on origin, politics, health, religion, ethnicity, trade union membership or sexuality (see section 3 par. 9 of the German Data Protection Act) is also considered personal data.

To whom does the law apply?

The GDPR states fundamentally that it applies to any person in an organization (e.g. legal person, public authority, institute etc.) that operates within the EU and processes personal data. The new regulation moreover also applies to non-European companies if they operate within the EU, and to data processing companies regardless of whether the data are processed within the EU (see Art. 3 GDPR). In the future, the marketplace location principle will pertain: the new regulation applies if the service is aimed at a specific market within the EU or the data are processed on behalf of persons in the EU.

Strictly speaking, every company is affected, as organizations process sensitive data in the workplace almost every day: bank account details, telephone numbers, contracts, pay scales, etc. Companies are therefore responsible for the safety of their data and for that of the personal data of their employees and customers.

2Computerwoche: https://www.computerwoche.de/a/compliance-ist-nur-der-anfang,3330661?tap=7e2b2cd32d41c66e4e860c3c78ec6f4c
What is changing?
The GDPR will standardize data protection law across Europe in order to give individuals better control of their data. Accordingly, the same data protection laws will apply in all EU member states in future; data protection "gray areas" will no longer exist in Europe. A major challenge for businesses is doubtless the implementation of data subjects' rights, that is, the rights of the people whose data they are storing (see fig. 1).
The new EU regulation thus brings new obligations for businesses. Less than half of all companies around the world have a concrete plan for implementing these obligations.4 There are six major areas that companies will have to consider5:

1. Data protection through technology (Art. 25 GDPR)
Companies are required to define internal strategies and initiate steps to ensure data protection through technology (by design) and as a standard approach (by default). Possible measures include minimizing and pseudonymizing the processing of personal data. Furthermore, transparency must be established with regard to the functions and the processing of personal data.

4. Data erasure
Users can withdraw their consent to the use of their data and make use of the right to erasure.

5. Age limit
Adolescents can register legally on the internet from the age of 16 without the consent of their parents.

6. Complaints
Consumers may submit a complaint to the data protection authority in their own country, regardless of where the company in question is headquartered.

2. Access rights
Following the request of a user, the company is required to provide information on the data it stores on that user.

Fig. 1: What is changing – user rights
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5DSGVO: https://dsgvo-gesetz.de
data, data subjects must be allowed to monitor the processing of their data, and the persons responsible for processing must be enabled to create and enhance security functions.

What measures have you already been implemented, and what measures are still needed?

2. Accountability (Art. 5 GDPR)
Companies are required to ensure and demonstrate adherence to data protection regulations, for example through certification.

Has your company introduced a data protection program, and is your company able to demonstrate that it meets GDPR requirements?

3. Notification requirements
(Art. 33 GDPR)
Companies are required to report data breaches (e.g. through hacking attacks) immediately, within 72 hours, to the competent supervisory authority and the affected data subjects. Failure to do so may lead to fines of up to 20 million euros or 4% of the company’s global annual turnover.

Are corresponding processes implemented in your company to meet this requirement in a timely manner?

4. Data protection officer
(Art. 37–39 GDPR)
It will become mandatory for all companies in Europe to appoint a data protection officer. According to the GDPR, the data protection officer’s responsibilities include informing and advising the data controller or processor and the employees who carry out processing; monitoring compliance with the GDPR and national data protection provisions; awareness-raising and training; providing advice as regards the data protection impact assessment and monitoring its performance; and cooperating with the supervisory authority.

Do you know who is your company’s data protection officer?

5. Data protection impact assessment
(DPIA, Art. 35 GDPR)
A DPIA must be performed “[...] where a type of processing in particular using new technologies, and taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing, is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons [...]”. The data protection officer analyzes the risks of the process together with the technology owners and then submits a declaration on the legality of the data processing.

Does your company regularly conduct data protection impact assessments for new technologies?

6. Penalties and fines
(Art. 83–84 GDPR)
More severe fines and penalties are designed to deter companies from infringing against data protection regulations and to make companies more aware of the fact that offenses also violate the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. Fines of up to 20 million euros or, for companies, up to 4% of annual turnover in the previous business year may be levied. Other penalties, such as seizure of profits, injunctions to end infringements, and permanent prohibition of data processing may also be imposed.

Have you invested appropriately in your IT landscape in order to avoid such fines?
ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTS & THE GDPR

The players
Although the data protection officer is the main person responsible for compliance with and implementation of the GDPR, Enterprise Architects (EAs) are ideally placed to play a pivotal role in this implementation.

EAs offer data protection officers insights into all processes, applications and data, and provide the necessary information on data objects, data flows and responsibilities. Enterprise Architects also point out potential risks and compliance breaches. They can help those responsible for a technology (e.g. for an application, an interface or a data object) to identify technology risks and prepare preventative measures. This is especially relevant with regard to the data protection impact assessment (DPIA), which must be performed before a new technology is deployed. As an Enterprise Architect you should ensure that you communicate with the responsible data protection officer and coordinate all necessary steps.

The role of EA
Successfully preparing your business for integrating the GDPR will require a lot of architectural work. A study found that companies consider ensuring data quality (73%) and handling data complexity (67%) to be the greatest obstacles to GDPR compliance.6

Enterprise Architects provide access to this information. They act as an interface to numerous stakeholders and can answer almost any question that contributes to GDPR compliance. The basic prerequisite here is that work on the Enterprise Architecture has been well implemented, architectural best practices are applied and modern tools are used.

Of course EAs cannot cover all the requirements of the GDPR; close cooperation between the key managers is therefore indispensable. An initial overview of the various data protection criteria and the interfaces to key managers can be found in the LeanIX GDPR Requirements Catalog (see fig. 2). It will also show you where and how an EA tool can help you with GDPR implementation and when it is advisable to consult the data protection officer and the technology owners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REQUIREMENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>EA ROLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> Access rights and data portability</td>
<td>Let users know how, where, for what purpose and by whom their data are processed. Users have the right to transfer their data from one service provider to another.</td>
<td>Can be implemented in Enterprise Architecture Tool (e.g. Data Flow Report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> Right to erasure</td>
<td>Users have the right to demand their personal data be deleted. Ensure that you can easily trace the storage location of your data in order to erase data.</td>
<td>Can be displayed in the Enterprise Architecture Tool (e.g. Data Object Fact Sheets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3</strong> Data protection through technology and as a default approach</td>
<td>Data protection through technology and as a default approach must be ensured by developing mechanisms for data protection and by introducing monitoring processes.</td>
<td>Can be implemented in the Enterprise Architecture Tool (e.g. querying mechanisms through Surveys)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4</strong> Geographic range</td>
<td>Check whether your data processing extends beyond the EU.</td>
<td>Can be displayed in the Enterprise Architecture Tool (e.g. Application Usage Report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5</strong> Accountability</td>
<td>Find out which data are processed where and by whom. Use a data protection program to demonstrate your compliance with the GDPR requirements.</td>
<td>Can be implemented in the Enterprise Architecture Tool (e.g. Data Object Fact Sheets, Interfaces and Application Fact Sheets, Survey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6</strong> User consent</td>
<td>Ensure that you can demonstrate proper consent from users to processing their data.</td>
<td>Contact your data protection officer. EAs can help localize affected applications (e.g. Interface Circle Map, Data Flow Model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7</strong> Reporting requirements</td>
<td>Have you implemented a process to report data protection breaches within 72 hours?</td>
<td>Contact your data protection officer. EAs can help find applications and user groups and provide information (e.g. Visualizer Drill Down Report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8</strong> Data protection officer</td>
<td>Ensure that your company appoints a data protection officer. Contact the data protection officer to define your role in the GDPR process.</td>
<td>Meet with the data protection officer. EAs can answer almost any question that has to be asked in order to ensure proper implementation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**GDPR COMPLIANCE IN FIVE PRACTICAL STEPS WITH EA**

1. **Contact GDPR stakeholders**
   Contact other GDPR stakeholders to coordinate your next steps: in many organizations, EAs do not have final responsibility for compliance with legal regulations. This responsibility may lie with your legal department, the chief risk officer, the chief compliance officer, the chief information security officer or the data protection officer. Contact these people in order to coordinate your actions.

2. **Identify personal data**
   Creating a data inventory is crucial to meeting the requirements of the GDPR documentation. The key to GDPR compliance is having a clear overview of your data - how your company processes it, where it is stored, and how to quickly access it to make key changes. Collecting this information can be a daunting and time-consuming task, and you may not have all of the information that you need.

LeanIX Survey gives you the tools to answer many key GDPR compliance questions, such as: "Who is responsible for the processing of personal data? Which applications use these data? Are they additionally processed and stored outside the EU?" Addressed to the responsible GDPR stakeholders, these can quickly fill out a questionnaire and provide you with the required information through the Survey. Use the “Subscriptions” section in LeanIX (see fig. 4) to identify the responsibilities of individual stakeholders with regard to a specific object.

Subscriptions can also be used in the Filter and the Survey add-on, so you can filter e.g. for all data objects for which a certain user is the data owner. Identify all data that is defined as personal data according to the GDPR. Essentially, any information relating to customer master data and employee data is personal data. Pay particular attention to sensitive data; as the GDPR prohibits their use.

Then assess the data to determine their level of privacy sensitivity, categorizing them as public/unclassified, sensitive, restricted, or confidential. You can use LeanIX tags to add further attributes (e.g. “GDPR restricted”) to a data object or application. This will usually already be part of your internal security processes, where you assign attributes such as confidentiality, integrity or availability to data.
Finally, describe the purpose for which certain data was collected (e.g. payroll accounting, customer competition) and ensure that you have (or get) the consent of the data subjects. You can enter this information in the 'Description' field of the data object. We recommend using reports such as the Heat Map in this phase. It will help you localize any applications that process sensitive data and identify business capabilities that use the applications in question (see fig. 5).
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Fig. 4 Identifying responsibilities and ownership of data objects in LeanIX
3. Detect and assess risks

Around 76% of German businesses state that due to the complexity of modern IT services, they do not always know where their customer data is located. Imagine a consumer wants to make use of her "right to be forgotten". In order to delete her data, you have to know where they are stored. An EA tool like LeanIX is the basis for effectively implementing these processes.

Automated visualizations such as the Data Flow Model show which data objects are used by which applications and which business capabilities in turn depend on them. The data flow is generated automatically and can be expanded by adding details such as the IT components and user groups of certain applications. Labels next to the interfaces display their attributes, such as interface technology, data objects and frequency.

Then assess your application landscape for risk. The level of risk can be determined through a range of different parameters, in particular however with regard to the business impact, application dependencies, criticality levels, failure scenarios and previous incidents.
Visualizations such as the above-described Heat Map can provide information on business-critical consequences for your company in the event of an application failure or hacking attack (see fig. 7). Risk Dependency Maps and Interface Circle Maps visualize the various dependencies between multiple applications. The more dependencies an application has, the higher the level of risk in the event of a failure (see fig. 8–9). You can additionally use a Survey when querying information on possible failure scenarios and incidents in the past in order to assess the risk level.

Fig. 6: Data Flow Model in LeanIX
Fig. 7: Heat Map of business impact in LeanIX

Fig. 8: Identifying dependencies with the Interface Circle Map in LeanIX
Fig. 9: Risk Dependency Map in LeanIX

Fig. 10: Risk Survey in LeanIX 1/2
We recommend starting with areas that have a high risk factor and process sensitive data. Answer questions such as: Where could potential vulnerabilities in the business and IT landscape lie? What are frequent threats that could exploit these vulnerabilities? What are the possible consequences?

For example, think of an application that is deeply embedded in the IT landscape via multiple interfaces. If it fails, the effects can be severe. Imagine a CRM system that plays a major role for customer data and has interfaces to Microsoft Exchange, mailing tools, help desk tools, content management systems and much more. Its high level of connectivity means the potential effects on other applications and processes are multiplied. Heat Maps, Interface Circle Maps, and Risk Dependency Maps help you gain an overview of your company's risk portfolio and thus serve important decision-makers as a first basis for risk management and control.

4. Define checks and implement measures

Once you have correctly assessed the technology risks, you need to implement concrete security checks and preventative measures. The IT security checks in ISO 27001 can serve as a guideline here. Introduce important measures as soon as possible in order to implement the data protection by technology approach (e.g. pseudonymizing personal data); this will save you time and money when upgrading. Always ask yourself:
How well does your application portfolio meet security standards? How are your security standards developing over time?

LeanIX Survey feature provides the initial answers as a starting point for defining useful security checks and appropriate measures. Imagine a content management system that collects customer data that in turn are transferred to mailing tools and CRM systems via a range of interfaces. Survey allows you to query and identify deficits in your IT landscape, e.g. if your company currently has no demonstrable consent from the addressees because the application owner has not implemented a double opt-in process. The responsible owner can provide possible recommendations for preventative measures via the comment field in the Survey feature.

Further vulnerabilities, such as the recording of non-relevant or duplicate data, can also be queried via a Survey. If your company is for example collecting entrant data for an online competition (e.g. name, address and date of birth), only the first two items are required to determine the winner, whereas the date of birth is not. You must therefore point out that submitting these data is voluntary and indicate why you are requesting them (rule of data minimization). LeanIX will help you uncover vulnerabilities and systematically follow up on their correction.

Then transfer the measures you have defined in your organization, your processes and systems into projects. The previously described Survey can be used repeatedly over a longer period of time to monitor the checking process and document the development of measures. Comparing the results will assist you in the GDPR implementation process.
5. Demonstrate GDPR compliance

Demonstrate your compliance with GDPR guidelines by showing how you process personal data, how you handle risks and what measures for damage limitation you have implemented. The latter is especially relevant when you conduct a DPIA, which the GDPR requires for every implementation of a new system that uses personal data. Use the LeanIX Inventory View function and present your GDPR compliance by providing a quick and clear overview in table form of all applications, interfaces, data objects and technologies.

Regularly reviewing GDPR compliance and demonstrating data currency is easy if you have a current data basis on your IT landscape. LeanIX helps you achieve this transparency and offers many ways of ensuring that your data are always up to date. You can for example access your Surveys, where you have documented the entire progress of your GDPR implementation. Data quality workflows help responsible managers ensure their data are up to date at regular intervals. And the collaborative elements of LeanIX enable all GDPR stakeholders to easily work together on a single platform.

SUMMARY

The new EU directive is causing concern in many companies. Business owners are hesitant to implement the GDPR and face the major challenge of becoming GDPR compliant by May 25, 2018. According to a
recent survey, around 50% of all organizations will not be able to meet the regulatory requirements on time, leading them susceptible high fines and penalties.

Preparing for the GDPR requires precise information on which data your company stores and processes. Having accessible and adjustable data is the key to GDPR compliance.

LeanIX software gives EAs the tools to master data protection obstacles and outlines a 5 step model to successful GDPR compliance. The LeanIX GDPR Requirements Catalog helps you gain an initial overview of your data, where and how it is stored and sets the framework to answer pertinent questions which can potentially save your company millions in fines.

May 2018 is quickly approaching. Is your organization ready for GDPR?
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About LeanIX

LeanIX offers a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) for Enterprise Architecture (EA), which enables organizations to take faster, data-driven decisions for their IT landscape. More than 80 leading brands such as adidas, DHL, Merck, Vodafone, and Zalando use the innovative solution worldwide. Users of LeanIX gain insights on how to organize and leverage their IT landscape to increase competitiveness and enable innovation going forward. LeanIX addresses the frequent problem that the required information about the IT landscape is missing, outdated, or difficult to analyze. Use cases include application rationalization, technology risk management, and the shift from monolithic architectures to microservices. LeanIX was founded in 2012 by Jörg Beyer and André Christ. The company’s headquarter is in Bonn, Germany, with offices in Boston, Massachusetts, and Houston, Texas. A wide network of partners provides support in America, Europe, and Australia.

*Gartner: https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=1-3V903Y9&ct=170309&st=sg